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Abstract – Today, in automotive circuits, as electronic systems are increasingly replacing mechanical systems, the concerns 

to make system fail-safe have increased. However, as with all electronics, things can go wrong sometimes, hardware can 

fail. Modern automotive Systems on Chips (SoCs) typically contain multiple asynchronous reset signals to ensure systematic 

functional recovery from such unexpected situations and faults. The complex reset architecture leads to a new set of 

problems such as reset domain crossings (RDCs). The conventional clock domain verification methodologies cannot identify 

such critical bugs. In this paper, we present a systematic methodology to identify critical reset domain bugs and solve them 

to ensure a high degree of quality as required in automotive SoCs. 
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      I.  INTRODUCTION  

     In recent years we have seen an unprecedented increase in the number of electronic components in automotive 

systems. The increase in complexities and functionality given by electronics in automotive has unwrapped various 

software and hardware design challenges. Odds of unexpected failures and faults have increased. So, to safeguard 

hardware and software functional safety, modern automotive SoCs typically contain multiple asynchronous reset 

signals. These signals can be asserted to speedily recover the system onboard to an initial state and clear any pending 

errors or events. It is the response of the hardware circuitry when all possible recovery mechanisms fail.  Also, there 

is increasing demand to have localized reset and recovery of only the regions that have a fault, thus this leads to having 

multiple local resets.  

     However, with multiple asynchronous reset sources in design, arises the need for a correct reset architecture. Errors 

in reset design can lead to glitches, metastability, data-corruption or functional failures.  According to functional safety 

standards specified in ISO-26262 for electric and electronic components for automotive design units, designers need 

to eliminate such errors in design to prevent systemic faults that can lead to failures. 

      Similar to CDC’s clock domains, we can divide the design into reset domains, where each domain can be reset 

independently from those of other reset domains [1]. The Transmission of data between two reset domains is termed 

as reset domain crossing. Just like data crossing at clock domain crossing (CDC) needs special attention for 

metastability issues similarly we need to be cautious for data traversal at reset domain crossing (RDC) interface. 

Metastability is referred to as a state in which the output of flop is unpredictable or is in a quasi-stable state. 

Fig.1a illustrates the simple RDC problem. The asynchronous assertion of rst1 signal immediately changes the output 

of R1 to its assertion value. Since the assertion is asynchronous to clock clk, q of R1 can change near the active clock 

edge of R2, which can violate the set-up hold timing constraints for flop R2.  In the waveform diagram shown in 

Fig.1b R2 can go metastable at the highlighted clock edge. 

 

 Fig 1a: Simple RDC between R1 and R2 Fig 1b:  rst1 goes 1->0 near clk edge, q1 changes in set-up hold window of R2 
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      Increasing use of microcontrollers in automobile’s electronics along with the rest of the electronic control units 

(ECUs) has also opened data-corruption challenges for designers. Microcontrollers (MCU) manage ECU functions 

such as seats, power windows, braking, taillights and headlights. Asynchronous reset signals such as Brown-Out 

Signals in MCU resets when the supply voltage drops below a brown out threshold voltage. A brown-out reset can 

lead to data corruption by resetting the write bit while write operation is in progress. Other scenario is that parts of 

address bits and data-bits can go into reset while the write enable is still active. Result is a completely corrupted write 

access. 

Techniques to address RDC issues 

     There are multiple ways to solve RDC issues such as the use of synchronizers (2-DFF, shift register synchronizer, 

pulse synchronizer) in RDC paths, reset sequencing and isolation strategies. Prominent techniques employed by 

automotive designers are: 

A. Reset sequencing 

     The methodology involves ensuring that the asynchronous reset signal in the receiver’s domain is always asserted 

before the asynchronous reset in the transmitter’s domain. If the receiver’s domain flop is reset before the 

asynchronous event in the transmitter’s domain, metastability cannot propagate in the design as shown in Fig 2a and 

Fig 2b      

   

 

B. Isolation techniques  

     In this technique, the designer blocks one of the input of the receiving domain before the occurrence of an 

asynchronous event in the transmitter domain. This is done by generating a gating signal in the receiving domain that 

isolates the receiving registers before the transmitting domain is asserted. Isolation can happen through clock path or 

data path and subsequently termed as: 

 Clock Gating Isolation (as shown through Fig 2c and 2d) 

 Data Isolation 

  

 

 

 

 

 Fig 2c: Clock Gating Isolation 
Fig 2d:  isolation_sig goes low before rst, q2 will not capture the  

asynchronous event near clk edge  

Fig 2a: Reset Sequencing Fig 2b:  rst2 goes low before rst1, q2 remains 0 even though q1 changes 

 near clk edge 
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II. RESET ARCHITECTURE AND RDC ISSUES IN AUTOMOTIVE DESIGNS 

      A reset is a signal that initializes the system into a known state. Nowadays, modern high-end automotive designs 

can have nearly 80 ECUs, which are taking over the mechanical tasks. To address the concerns related to fault-

tolerance and in such designs, various control circuits, redundant systems, watchdog timers are used. These circuitry 

re-channel signals in case of a hardware fault or program error and restore the SoC to an initial state. Also, the design 

supports user-supplied external hardware or internal software reset signals, such as logic-protection fault resets, clock-

supervision logic resets, and external resets. 

      A Watchdog timer is an electronic timer that generates a timeout signal in case the computer system fails due to a 

hardware fault or program error and restore the system into a normal state. The Redundant systems are used in cars to 

decrease the probability of circuitry failing and make the design fail-safe. It relies on the polling system between more 

than two microprocessors, where majority decision determines whether redundant circuitry should take control in case 

of failure.  Other than that, in ECUs, the system starts from a well-defined initial state called reset state.  Such reset 

sources are generally called PoR (power on resets). To enable quick recovery in the system, automotive customers 

want to have more and more local resets inside SoC which are intended to reset only the faulty logic while other logic 

remains intact. This leads to having multiple reset domains/partitions within the SoC. The part of logic which is 

undergoing reset can make the alive logic go metastable and corrupted. Hence these kinds of issues (termed as RDC 

issues) needs to identified and fixed upfront during the RTL design phase. 

Real-world issues in automotive SoC(s) due to asynchronous reset 

In this sub-section, we list down some of the RDC issues found in automotive designs: 

A.  Metastability at Module Configuration 

In the design there are some functionalities which should only reset during POR and should remain functional 

during global/warm reset. So the configuration registers of that functionality need to be intact during global reset. 

However, If these registers are being written and a warm reset event occurs at the same time resetting the 

programming logic/interface asynchronously. These registers at POR can get metastable. 

  
 

 

 

B. A Glitch in gated clock output of a latch in different asynchronous reset domain 

 

     Clock gating latches typically don’t have a reset but their enables are generated from flops that have reset 

signals. In case these enable flops are reset asynchronously there output of these clock gating logic can glitch. 

This glitch won’t harm if destination flop receiving this clock is also undergoing reset but if the destination 

flop is alive then there can be failures. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2e: RDC issue while programming configuration register Fig 2f: Waveform for RDC issue while programming 
                       configuration register 
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C. Localized reset at transmitter flop leading to RDC 

 

Consider the scenario as shown in the schematic below where F1 has local reset rst1 (in addition to 

global reset rst2). This rst1 is intended to be asserted for some local faults affecting F1 and its surrounding 

logic. But if local reset is asserted before asserting the global reset or before isolating the F2 flop, then it can 

cause metastability on F2. 

 

 

 

D. Multiple Combinations of asserting reset signals 

 

It is a common and legitimate coding/design practice that the assertion or de-assertion of sequential 

elements in designs is controlled through multiple reset signals. Such a situation complicates RDC problem 

to analyze as the multiple combinations of asserting/de-asserting signals can cause potential RDC issue. For 

instance, consider the schematic in Fig 2j. Here if the reset rst1 is asserted before functional rst-2 or if the 

functional rst- 1 is asserted before the functional rst-2, then metastability can propagate in the design. 

 

 
 

 

E. Potential Glitch due to combinational Logic in Reset Path 

Fig 2g: Glitch in clock path due to asynchronous reset  Fig 2h: Waveform for a glitch in clock path due to 

     asynchronous reset   

Fig 2i: RDC due to localized reset at transmitter flop  

Fig 2j: RDC due to the combination of multiple asynchronous resets  
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Multiple triggering conditions at the input of combinational logic used as the asynchronous reset signal 

of a flop may produce glitches in the reset path. Such kind of coding logic can produce unintentional or false 

reset in design. These glitches can be hazardous. For example, consider Fig 2k from a design perspective. If 

rst1 and rst2 signals are high and rst_sel goes low, then this transition can produce glitch in rst_b output. 

  

 

III) SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO RESOLVE RDC ISSUES IN AUTOMOTIVE DESIGNS 

With complex automotive reset architecture arises the need for a dedicated verification solution to identify the critical 

RDC bugs. If propagated to silicon, these bugs can lead to high-cost re-spins, irreversible wastage of precious man-

hours. And these bugs cannot be captured through conventional STA or CDC design verification tools. A guided 

methodology to contain the bugs with minimal efforts is required. Here we present a systematic flow to achieve clean 

automotive SoC for RDC closure. The methodology discusses steps to expedite the process of RDC verification using 

standard RDC verification tools.  

 

A. State known reset signals in the design  

     Designers should specify primary signals in the design which are intended to generate a reset pulse to put 

the system at some known state. Such reset signals can be called as user-specified reset signals during RDC 

analysis. This is a setup step that fine tunes the identification of synchronous and asynchronous reset sources 

using a verification tool. It helps to establish optimistic co-relation between a localized reset source with a 

primary reset source, which in turn reduces the noise of results.      

B. Reset tree structure verification 

     Structural verification of the reset architecture using a RDC verification tool creates a digital model of the 

reset architecture. This model identifies all localized and un-specified reset signals in the design based on 

RTL templates of coding synchronous and asynchronous resets. It represents a tree-like structure showing 

the relationships between various primary port and localized reset sources. Similar to a clock tree, root in the 

reset tree is the reference reset and the branches are various localized reset sources. The resets are classified 

as either synchronous or asynchronous or dual type based on their usage in the RTL. Multiple properties of 

reset signals are also identified while transforming RTL code to reset tree such as: 

 The polarity with which signals reset sequential elements (active high or active low),  

 Source of reset : primary input, derived combinational, generate by a reset synchronizer, driven by 

un-synthesizable or un-driven net 

 Output value of sequential element after being reset (set or reset signal) 

     The generation of detailed reset tree enables structural checks on reset architecture [2].  Reset tree structure 

verification aids the designer to identify issues early in the design, before RDC analysis. Such errors are 

generally not caught by linter tools and need a dedicated solution to verify the reset tree structure. The 

designer can verify the correctness of reset tree through these structural checks. These checks point to the 

Fig 2k: Potential glitch due to combinational logic in reset path 
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reset source and shows the path from reset source to its usage flop in form of a sub-circuit. Some of the issues 

with functional behavior, and usage of resets are: 

 Polarity usage mismatch: An asynchronous reset source asserts few functional flops during 1->0 

transition and others at 0->1 transition. This implies few functional registers would not get reset 

when the asynchronous reset is asserted. This can lead to errors in designed functionality. 

 Always Asserted register: Reset Pins of some flops are connected to signals such that they are always 

in the asserted state.  

 

C. Map user intent to reset tree  
     This step involves identifying asynchronous relationships between various reset sources. The idea is that 

reset signals from a same source are asserted simultaneously and cannot lead to metastability in the design. 

In automotive SoC(s) we have global, hard resets such as PoR, and deeper, more localized and specific resets. 

So the assertion of one reset leads to the assertion of other resets, vice versa may not always be true. For 

example, the assertion of hard resets leads to the immediate assertion of inner resets, while the reverse will 

never be true. To fine-tune the analysis, the designer should: 

 Group reset domains according to their asynchronous relationships. 

 Specify the information about reset sequencing (the order in which the assertion of one reset source  

affects the assertion of other reset source) 

 

D. Reset Domain Verification 

      The final step is to analyze the RDC paths. The Designer should verify if data path crossing reset domains 

are metastability safe and employ any of the discussed mitigation strategies to contain RDC bugs. 

 

 

 

 

The above-discussed methodology helps the user to meticulously tackle RDC issues. For the issues discussed in 

Section 2, the designer following mitigation strategies can be employed: 

A. In Fig 2e, the designer can simply use two flop synchronizer to make sure that metastability doesn’t propagate 

at configuration registers. For bussed data signals, multibit data synchronization schemes such as Mux-

recirculation can be employed. 

B. For the issue in Fig 2g, using the methodology two asynchronous reset domains are identified as async_rst_b 

and async_rst_a. RDC verification reports reset domain crossing which can be fixed by isolating data path in 

receiver’s reset domain. 

C. The designer can specify sequencing between reset sources ‘rst1’ and ‘rst2’ to resolve the issue shown in Fig 

2i. Further, smart reset order inference should detect order between combination reset and receiver reset. This 

implies that receiver flop will always be asserted before transmitter flop and RDC issue will not propagate 

in the design.  

D. For the figure shown in Fig 2j, there are specific combinations of reset signals which can lead to an RDC 

issue. Depending upon the functional requirements, the designer either can specify ordering between 

func_rst2 and PoR, and between func_rst2 and func_rst1 or use a 2-DFF synchronizer between F1 and F2. 

Mostly RDC analysis tools infer combinational reset groups at the output of reset signal for F1 and F2, as 

 Fig 3a:  Proposed methodology flowchart 
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there are multiple signals controlling the assertion logic. In such a case, specifying the sequencing 

relationship on primary reset sources might not be sufficient for the tool to identify a safe RDC path. Here 

smart auto inference technique is required to filter such RDC paths. Such a feature can automatically deduce 

order between the inferred/localized resets based on ordering specified on the primary reset signals.  

E. Combinatorics in reset path should be minimized. Glitch problem shown via Fig 2k is required to be analyzed 

by the user, depending upon the logical assertion conditions of the multiple input signals in the design. 

 

V. CASE STUDY 

The proposed methodology was applied on a highly complex real automotive SoC with more than 1.7 million registers, 

and 4 RAMs. Dedicated RDC verification tool that identifies asynchronous reset sources in the design, reset domains 

used by all the registers in the design, data path crossing reset domains, asynchronous reset synchronizers was used 

for deploying the methodology. The below diagram explains the output and action taken at each step. 

 

 

A. Resets are identified through templates detected by the reset pin of the sequential elements in the design. The 

identified resets are classified as either synchronous or asynchronous resets with polarity as active high or 

active low based on their usage in the RTL. After reset tree analysis there were 415 number of resets identified 

in the design, out of which 16 resets were identified as synchronous resets signals, 142 were identified as 

asynchronous reset sources (user-specified) and 211 were inferred resets due to the combination of two or 

more reset signals in the design. Some more primary asynchronous reset sources were inferred.  

 

B. Multiple checks were reported identifying the various possible structural issues in the RTL coding. A reset 

check represents a class of netlist topologies that have similar issues with functional properties, usage and 

reset behavior. Around 1k paths were reported in which output of a combo cloud was used as a reset signal 

for register. A sequential element was added in the paths in which the change of input signals was not 

mutually exclusive. Around 8k registers were reported as always in the asserted state. However, this state 

was during the test mode, so the functional mode was not affected. There were two reset sources reported 

with dual usage, used as both active-high and active-low resets, which is not a recommended reset coding 

Fig 4a: Results and action taken at each step of the proposed methodology 
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style. This pointed to an error in RTL coding which was fixed at the early stage. This was the first run analysis 

stage when no domain analysis information is specified. The RDC results for this stage tend to be noisy as 

we haven’t considered the asynchronous relationships of various reset sources in design.  

 

C. The first run analysis reported around 90k RDC crossings, which was without specifying any reset ordering 

and grouping information for localized reset sources. We specified reset order on 138 reset group pairs for 

which when the source is reset, the destination is also reset. Using the auto-inference technique, tool identified 

ordering for inferred resets groups based on the ordering information specified on primary resets. There were 

~200 such ordered pairs inferred in the design which were considered to filter the safe RDC which reduced 

number of RDCs by 98.4%. All the earlier reported reset domain crossings from asynchronous reset to 

asynchronous reset converted into ordered reset domain crossings.  

 

D. There were also safe 644 RDC paths recognized in which RDC signal is synchronized using DFF 

synchronizers or shift register synchronizers.  

 

E. The remaining 1.6 % of RDCs were analyzed. Some were marked functionally safe, and the remaining were 

fixed by using synchronizers and specifying grouping information on inferred reset groups. 

We have captured the RDC verification methodology statistics applied to the automotive SoC in Table I and Table 

II  

 

Reset tree Structural Issues Number of checks 

A Potential glitch in reset path due to asynchronous reset driven by combinational logic with multiple 

assertion signals in input cone 

1395 

Conflict between the polarity of asynchronous reset source specified and used  2 

Register always in the asserted state due to reset pin tied to a signal logically equivalent to its assertion 

value 

8731 

Presence of XNOR/XOR gates in the reset path which is not recommended reset tree architecture 19 

 

 

Reset Domain Crossings Number of 

crossings 

Reset Domain Crossings having source and destination registers in different asynchronous reset domains 1458 

Safe RDC paths evaluated having synchronizers between data crossing reset domain boundary 644 

Ordered RDC paths for which destination flops get asserted before the transmitter flops get asserted 

(sequencing information) 

229917 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The reset verification challenges are difficult to solve with conventional verification techniques. The proposed 

methodology can significantly help the designer to expedite RDC verification process using verification tools. The 

problems and mitigation strategies discussed in the paper are general issues observed in automotive SoC designs. The 

designer may need to alter or revamp the strategies discussed as per functional requirements. Also, with surmounting 

complexities, the solution needs to scale up to keep pace with industry challenges and achieve the functional safety 

goals of automotive SoC(s). The industry should come up with a Hierarchical solution with distinct accuracy, capacity 

and reporting advantages over previous methodologies.   
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